Ramsey Theory – a mixture of chaos, art and parties
Where do mathematicians like to party? In bar graphs!
Although Ramsey theory uses a different type of graph, it does however have parties.
Ramsey theory is a branch of mathematics that focuses on how large a set has to be to guarantee
the existence of a pattern or order. Published in 1928 by Frank Ramsey, it is often used in designing
communication networks, theoretical graphs and number theory.
Ramsey theory became so well-known because of Paul Erdös, a prolific mathematician, who was
asked about the Happy End Problem (named after two mathematicians who got married after
producing a paper about it). This made Erdös discover Ramsey’s paper and caused him to create the
party problem which is one best known examples of Ramsey theory:
If there are six people at a party, prove that at least three of them know each other or three of them
do not know each other.
Name the people A, B, C, D, E, F. Either A knows or doesn’t know the other five people. Since we only
need three people to not know or know each other, then A knows at least three people or doesn’t
know at least three. Assume that A does know the other three as the case is the same either way. If
any two of the three know each other then we have fulfilled three people knowing each other. The
only way this can’t happen is if all three are strangers, but this also fulfils three people not knowing
each other, proving the statement.
To prove this is a more mathematical way and that 6 is the minimum number of people needed for
this case, this problem can be visualised using graph theory. Imagine that each person is represented
by a node and a blue line between two nodes represents that the two people know each other, but a
red line means that they do not know each other.
First we have to show that n=5 (5 people are at the party) is not sufficient for three people to know
each other or three to not know each other.

In the diagram, no 3 people are connected by the same colour line, showing that n=5 is not
sufficient.
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When n=6:

Pick a random vertex from the graph with 6 nodes. There are 5 edges connected to the vertex, so by
the pigeonhole principle, at least 3 of them must be the same colour. Without loss of generality
assume 3 of the edges are red (it does not matter which colour we assume them to be because the
argument works both ways). From the third diagram if any of the dotted blue edges were red, then
we would have a red triangle so there would be 3 people who all don’t know each other. Since we
can’t have this, then they must all be blue, but now we have a blue triangle so there are three
people who know each other. Therefore, R(3,3) = 6.
Notice that the colourings in the graph can be swapped and the result will still be the same, this is
because changing whether red means that the people know each other or not does not change the
overall graph or the proof.
To investigate Ramsey theory, we should know that:
• A complete graph of Kn has every pair of vertices connected by an edge.
• A clique is a complete sub-graph.
• Edge colouring is when colouring no adjacent edges have the same colour.

An example of R(4,4) = 18. Left is the complete graph of K₁₈, middle is the subgraph and right is the
Ramsey graph.
Initially I was confused as to why Ramsey numbers were so difficult to compute. It seemed as if you
could just draw diagrams until you found one that worked, so I tried to draw some of my own. At
first I tried R(4,6) for n = 36 (36 is a calculated lower boundary for n):
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I tried to section the points into groups of 5 so that each point was connected to the 5 that they
were grouped with. I only had to worry about the single point at the top (which was not in a group)
and make sure that all 5 from a single group were not all connected to one other point. However,
this ended up as a dead-end as either 6 were connected, or 4 were not.
I then attempted to draw R(3,10) for n=40 (mathematicians had calculated that n was 40-42):

Left: I tried to attach one point to every other point and kept repeating this (excluding points that
would make 3 connected), however this did not get very far. Middle and right: I then tried creating
beautiful but overcomplicated diagrams following some basic rules but this either ended up with 3
connected or 6 unconnected.
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I then tried a much simpler diagram, trying to not overcomplicate it and to make each line as useful
as possible. All of the nodes are connected to: their neighbours, nodes that are 4 apart (yellow lines)
and 9 apart (blue apart). There are also black lines that connect nodes which are 6 apart but do not
go all the way around the circle. All of the lines represent two people knowing each other, so this
diagram could be represented as one colour.
At first the diagram seemed to work. There were no 3 that were connected to each other and no 10
that weren’t connected. I thought this because picking every other node leaves 20 nodes and over
half of these have connections by the yellow lines or black lines so they disappear, fulfilling the
criteria. However an irregular arrangement of nodes showed that while there were no 3 that were
all connected, there were up to 16 nodes that weren’t connected at all. E.g. Number the nodes 1-40,
nodes: 1, 3, 6, 8, 11, 13, 16, 18, 21, 23, 26, 28, 31, 33, 36, 38. The reason for this is because most of
these points are 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 or 10 apart. Since we’ve already connected the nodes that are 1 apart,
we can connect the nodes that are 2 apart, or we would have a triangle. This repeats for the other
lengths since 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 and 10 all have a difference of 1 from the connections I’ve used so far (1, 4,
6 and 9 apart) so it was difficult to connect these in a manner that works.

I decided to see if there was a link not in the diagram or how many connections there are but in
which points are connected. I made a table of the points and which points they are connected to,
which allowed me to see that I could add many more diagonal lines (representing connections of
length x apart), however, this still would not solve my problem from earlier. By now I understood
that Ramsey diagrams were a lot more difficult than I initially thought.
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So why exactly are Ramsey numbers so hard to calculate?
‘Suppose aliens invade the earth and threaten to obliterate it in a year's time unless human beings
can find the Ramsey number for red five and blue five. We could marshal the world's best minds and
fastest computers, and within a year we could probably calculate the value. If the aliens demanded
the Ramsey number for red six and blue six, however, we would have no choice but to launch a preemptive attack.’ - Paul Erdös.
For a number as small as R(3,3)=6 (which can be solved by simple logic), there are 32,768 different
possibilities, so brute force is not an option. Not only are there many combinations, but the
graphical representations are not always symmetric, making it much more difficult to draw and the
number of nodes needed for each graphs gets big very fast.

This grid shows the proved Ramsey numbers from R(1-10, 1-10). The boxes with multiple numbers
are the bounds for the Ramsey numbers because the exact number is currently unknown. The grid is
symmetrical along the diagonal because as shown earlier, swapping the colours does not change the
answer, similarly R(r,b) = R(b,r). R(m,1) = 1 because there will always be 1 connected to itself. R(m,2)
= m because either everyone is friends with everyone or two people are not friends. I noticed some
patterns such as R(4,b) is mostly made up of square numbers except when r=b for R(4,4), although
this may not be true for all of the R(4,b) numbers.
When I first saw this grid, I noticed that the numbers were similar to Pascal’s triangle but rotated by
45°. The numbers seem to start differing from Pascal’s triangle on the sixth row and they start
differing by increasing amounts.
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So why is this? The bounds for Ramsey theory are calculated using this formula:

This formula is very similar to Pascal’s identity, which is why the numbers seem to be very similar.
Proof by induction:
When r=b=2

Assume it is true for r=x-1, b=y and r=x b=y-1:

Since the last step has returned the formula back to its original form, if it is true for the assumed
case, it is true for all cases. Since it is true for r=b=2, the formula is true for r ≥ 2 and b ≥ 2.
The upper bound can also be calculated by another formula:

Assume you have a graph of
vertices and edge colourings of red and
blue. Pick one of the vertices, v, and divide the remaining n-1 vertices by whether they are joined to
v by a (red lines) or b (blue lines). a+b=n-1.
Either

, adding them together proves the result.

This shows:

Higher dimensions:
Ramsey theory is not just limited to 2D. It can be used for any number of dimensions, although
considering Ramsey numbers are difficult to find out in 2D, it gets increasingly complicated very
quickly.
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A 3-dimsensional R(3,3,3) = 17, with exactly two colourings that avoid monochromatic triangles.
Other uses:
Despite Ramsey theory mostly applying to pure maths, it has other uses and has appeared in history.
In 600-400BC, Sir Kneading noticed that when a sixth lord arrived, ‘either three, four or five of [the
lords] formed an alliance… or there were three or more of them who were pairwise enemies’. This is
a real-life representation of R(3,3) = 6. Even more astonishingly, “whenever there were 18 lords in
proximity either between four and seventeen of them formed an alliance… or there were four or
more of them who were pairwise enemies.”. This is an example of R(4,4)=18.
The chaos of Ramsey theory:
‘There will always be an island of order in random, infinite chaos.’
It can almost seem like the graphs are random and made from complete chaos, but this is not the
truth. There will always be areas of order in the graphs and total disorder is impossible because in a
randomly coloured graph with a finite amount of colours there will always be monochromatic
subgraphs inside.
The art of Ramsey theory:
Mathematics is no stranger to art so why not in Ramsey theory? If mathematics isn’t beautiful
enough, the designs that it creates often is - the graphs produced by Ramsey theory can be
extremely pretty, especially the more complex it gets.

Left: A Ramsey Graph. Right: An edge colouring graph.
Overall Ramsey numbers are a lot more complicated than they initially appear to be and seem to be
hiding a secret pattern between themselves from mathematicians. Although they are a beautiful
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representation of graph theory and mathematics, the actual creation of each number seems to rely
more on logic and trialling different diagrams until one works. This mystery and chaos of Ramsey
numbers and the beautiful patterns that drawing out these numbers generates leads us to think
about how else Ramsey numbers will appear within our lives and who will be next to have a big
breakthrough.
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